
                    
 

 

Golden Hive at Weavers Croft 

 

 

                 
 
In collaboration with Weavers Croft mental health centre, Stroud Beekeepers have teamed up to install a 

Golden Hive in the centre’s garden. The gardeners at Weavers Croft have constructed a special enclosure 

that now houses a colony of honeybees. Peter Lead (above, left), pictured with Dave Walters, Garden 

Manager, captured a swarm earlier this year, and in the photo (above, right) the bees were transferred from 

the nucleus box to the Golden Hive, aided by a ‘bridge’ in the form of a handy twig! 

 

The colony will benefit the pollination of the centre’s garden plants and the enclosure will provide a point of 

focus for the garden. A garden bench will be situated nearby for relaxed observation at a safe distance. It is 

planned that, whilst the Golden Hive is designed with minimal intervention in mind, occasional inspections 

will involve clients of Weavers Croft as part of their therapy and education. 

 

For more information on the Golden Hive contact Peter directly peterdawnlead@aol.com 

 

SBKA ‘s Autumn Events 

Thursday 7th November saw Pat and Ed’s annual Wax Evening at St. Dominic’s School. Local members, 

along with visitors from GBKA branches from across the county, were entertained and educated in the 

methods of cleaning wax and creating a variety of candles. We also enjoyed demonstrations in making wax 

cloth wraps, polish and lip balm. 

On 26
th

 November, again at St. Dominic’s School, members of SBKA and GBKA enjoyed a fascinating talk 

by Marin Anastassov on The Mind of the Honeybee. We heard how they identify forage by shape, pattern, 

and colour. Communication is a major part of the honeybees sharing of information and we heard how they 

adapt their waggle dance to negotiate buildings and other large objects. Some of us were left pondering 

whether they might possess a higher intelligence in comparison to us mere mortals. 
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Buzz Club Wax Event 
 

    
 

 

               
 
Held on 7

th
 December at the Museum in the (Stratford) Park, the Buzz Club held their Wax Event for juniors 

interested in nature and pollinators. Using pure beeswax , members of the public were invited to try their 

hand at making candles using wick dipping and rolling, and making beeswax wraps suitable for containing 

food. 

 

Diary 2020 
 

January 
28

th
 Tuesday night, The Old Lodge, Minchinhampton, Annual Meal. 

 

February 

25
th

 Beginners Course starts, five Tuesday nights 

 
Wishing you all a healthy and peaceful new year from Stroud Beekeepers Association 
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